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Abstract

The A� algorithm for single�agent search has attracted consider�
able attention in recent years due to Korf�s iterative deepening im�
provement �IDA��� The algorithm�s e�ciency depends on the quality
of the lower bound estimates of the solution cost� For sliding tile puz�
zles� reduction databases are introduced as a means of improving the
lower bound� The database contains all solutions to the subproblem
of correctly placing N tiles� For the �	�Puzzle� IDA� with reduc�
tion databases �N
�� are shown to reduce the total number of nodes
searched on a standard problem set of ��� positions by over �����fold�
With the addition of transposition tables and endgame databases� an
improvement of over ����fold is seen�

� Introduction

In recent years� the A� algorithm for single�agent search has attracted consid�
erable attention� Korf pioneered the use of iterative deepening with depth�
�rst A� �IDA��� eliminating many of the di�culties of the basic A� algo�
rithm �	
� Even with this enhancement� the search trees built may be quite
large� To make the search more e�cient� one can look for algorithm improve�
ments �such as removing duplicate nodes from the search ���� ��
�� tighter
lower�bound estimates on the solution cost �for example� the linear conicts
heuristic for sliding�tile puzzles ��
� or consider a hybrid version of A� that
produces �good� non�optimal solutions �for example� real�time search ��
�
linear�space best��rst search ��
�� However� with the constraint of requiring
an optimal solution� few improvements to the basic IDA� algorithm have
been proposed� Given that machines with gigabytes of RAM will soon be
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commonplace� are there ways of using memory to dramatically decrease the
size of the search tree�
This paper discusses using a large memory to reduce the cost of searching

sliding tile puzzles� The ���Puzzle is illustrated in Figure �� The puzzle
consists of a set of �� labeled cells arranged in a 	 � 	 square grid� with one
grid location remaining empty� The empty location is called the empty cell�
We refer to the cells by their labels � � i � ��� where � indicates the empty
cell� A move consists of sliding a tile into the empty square� The object is
to reach a goal state in the minimum number of moves�

Figure �� The ���Puzzle Goal� Figure �� Mirror Path Reection�

The problem can be generalized into an n�m puzzle� The � � � puzzle
is trivial with a search space isomorphic to a ���cycle� The � � � puzzle
has been completely solved ��
� The search space for the ���Puzzle has
����� � ��� 	��� ��	� �		� ��� � ���� positions� It is well known that one half
of the permutations cannot be reached from the goal� and that these can
be detected with a simple parity test ��
� Work has begun on trying to �nd
e�cient algorithms for solving the ��� puzzle ���
� for example�� It is known
that determining whether a path of a given length from an arbitrary position
to the goal exists is NP�hard for the general n� n puzzle ��
�
In two�person game�playing programs� there are two popular techniques

for trading memory for time that can also be applied to single�agent search�
First� transposition tables are used to record the result returned by the search
of each subtree� In the event that another search path transposes into a saved
line� the value of the subtree can be retrieved from the table� allowing reuse
of the previously computed result� Marsland and Reinefeld have shown that
this technique can reduce the size of a search tree in half ���
� but Taylor and
Korf have shown that �nite state machines can do better ���
�
Second� endgame databases are used to record a subset of states in the
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search space that are close to the solution state�s�� In two�person game�
playing programs� the usual method is to compute the value �win�loss�draw�
for all positions with N or fewer pieces on the board� When the search reaches
a position with N or fewer pieces� the value from the database is retrieved
and further search along that path is unnecessary� In single�agent search� all
positions in the search space within a distance of N of the solution can be
saved� To the best of our knowledge� results have not been reported showing
the e�ectiveness of this technique on single�agent search�
Given a gigabyte of RAM� are these techniques the most e�ective way

to use the memory� This paper introduces reduction databases as a new ap�
proach for solving sliding tile puzzles �the ���Puzzle� using IDA�� A human�
like approach to solving the problem non�optimally is to move some of the
tiles into their correct position� thereby reducing the complexity of the re�
maining problem to be solved� A reduction database contains the minimal
number of moves required to correctly place N designated tiles� Given an
arbitrary position� the positions of the N designated tiles are used to index
into the reduction database to �nd the minimal number of moves required
to correctly place those N tiles� Further� because of symmetries in the puz�
zle �mirror� horizontal� vertical and diagonal� a position can be mapped to
alternate images� each of which can be looked up in the reduction database�
The maximum over all the database lookups results in a lower bound on the
solution cost� Essentially� a reduction database can be viewed as a collection
of solutions to subproblems�
Gasser has also developed a technique for using memory to reduce the cost

of solving sliding tile puzzles ��
� He uses a database of patterns to achieve
a ���fold reduction in the tree sizes� Patterns consist of combinations of up
to 	 tiles� For each pattern the database contains the minimum number of
moves required to maneuver the tiles into their correct positions� ignoring
the constraints of the blank tile� Essentially� these databases improve the
Manhattan distance metric by taking into account that movement of some
of the tiles will conict with each other�
In this paper� the results of using reduction databases� transposition ta�

bles and endgame databases are reported for solving the ���Puzzle� On
a standard set of ��� test positions� reduction databases reduce the total
number of nodes over all the problems by �����fold compared to using just
the Manhattan distance� The addition of transposition tables and endgame
databases improve this to a �����fold reduction in the search trees built�
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� Database Fundamentals

A position is a permutation of the cells with respect to the goal or identity
permutation � as indicated in Figure ��a�� Speci�cally� for a position p� p�i

is the cell in location i� The permutation for a position is obtained by a left
to right� top to bottom traversal of the puzzle� Given permutations a and b�
c � a�b
 is the permutation obtained by �i� c�i
 � a�b�i

 and c�a
 � b is the
permutation obtained by �i� c�a�i

 � b�i
� We can compute the inverse a��

of a by a���a
 � � � c�b�a

 � �c�b
��a
 for any a� b� c which we abbreviate as
abc� Also� c�b
 � a and c � a�b��
 are equivalent de�nitions of c�
In any position� a move consists of moving one of the orthogonally adja�

cent cells into the empty location� However� we prefer to think of a move as
swapping the empty cell with one of its neighbors� and will specify a move
by the direction the empty cell moves� with l� r� u� d corresponding to left�

right� up and down respectively� Two positions are adjacent in the puzzle
space if one can be obtained from the other in a single move� The distance
between two positions is the minimum number of moves required to produce
one from the other� The cost of a position is the distance from the goal to
the position� A path P �� � p� from one position �p� to another is a sequence
of moves �permutation � � transforming the �rst into the second� Note that
for each path there is a corresponding sequence of positions�

��� Mirror Positions

For every path P �� � p� there is an equal length path P ��� � p�� obtained from
P by reecting the moves across the main diagonal� P � is obtained from P
�or vice versa� by the replacements l� u� u� l� r� u� u� r for each move
in P � We call P � the mirror path of path P and p� the mirror of position p�
Figure � illustrates the path reection�
Let m be the permutation that reects the puzzle across the main diag�

onal� Thus� m � ��� 	� �� ��� �� �� �� ��� �� �� ��� �	� �� �� ��� ���� By induction�
if the kth move of the path P moves cell i to location j� then move k of the
path P � moves cell m�i
 to location m�j
� Thus� the image �under m� of the
ith cell of a position p will be in the m�i
th position of the mirror p�� or in
shorthand m�p�i

 will be in p��m�i

� So p� is de�ned by p��m
 � m�p
� The
mirror p� is then a reection and permutation of p across the main diagonal�
Since for every path P �� � p� there is an equal length path P ��� � p�� and

	



vice versa� it follows that

Lemma ��� Any lower bound on the cost of a position p or its mirror p�

applies to both p and p��

These facts can be used to great advantage while searching for the cost of a
position� In databases� we need only store information about a position and
not its mirror� resulting in a nearly ��� reduction� �We get slightly less than
��� because some positions are self�mirrors� for example the goal position��

��� Reduction Databases

An image is the partial speci�cation of a permutation �or position�� That is�
the cells occupying certain locations are unspeci�ed� These unspeci�ed cells
are called blanks� Note the distinction between blank cells and the empty
cell� In all of the images we use in this paper the empty cell will be speci�ed�

Figure �� The Fringe and Corner Target Images�

A target image is a partial speci�cation of the goal position� A reduction

database or image database �RDB� is the set of all images which can be
obtained by permutations of a target image� Two target images for which
we have built databases are shown in Figure �� We refer to these databases
as the fringe and the corner respectively�
For each image in a database� we compute the distance �minimumnumber

of moves� to the target image� We refer to this distance as the cost of the
image� Note that the distance includes the cost of moving the blank cells
when required to place the speci�ed cells� but does not require the blanks to
be in any particular order� Since the speci�ed cells are in their �nal locations
in the target image we have

Lemma ��� For any position� for any image database� the cost of the image

induced by the position with respect to the database is a lower bound on the

cost of the position�
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In addition to lower bounds� we can also obtain upper bounds from an
RDB� We will consider the fringe database as an example� but similar argu�
ments apply to any RDB�
In addition to the cost of obtaining the fringe target image� we store the

permutation associated with one optimal move sequence that generates it�
Then� for any position� applying that permutation results in a new position�
with only the � � � subpuzzle remaining to be solved� Since the solution
of the ��puzzle is easily computed� adding the two costs together yields an
upper bound on the total cost�
By modifying this RDB slightly� we can also obtain additional lower

bounds and a tighter upper bound� Instead of a single fringe target im�
age� we consider the set of nine targets in which the empty cell is located in
one of the upper �� � locations of the puzzle� and the speci�ed cells are the
same as in the fringe target image�
We compute the cost of solving each position of the ��puzzle by searching

it in the ���puzzle� In this case� ��� positions have a reduced cost of � over
the standard ��puzzle� This gives us a tighter upper bound in some cases�
To obtain a tighter lower bound let f be the cost of reaching a target

image in this database� and r be the cost of solving the remaining ��puzzle�
Consider any other path from the current position to the goal� with cost to a
fringe image f � and ��puzzle cost of r�� Since r is a minimum cost solution of
the �rst ��puzzle subgoal within the ���puzzle� then r � f �f �� r�� and thus
f �� r� � r� f � When r � �f � this gives a better lower bound than f � If it is
feasible to wait until the search reaches at least once to a position in which
the target image is realized� then it is not necessary to store the permutation
to use this improved lower bound� Instead� the result can be backed up in a
depth �rst search�
However� both the upper bounds and the improved lower bounds have

almost no e�ect when the other databases and simpli�cations are included
in the IDA� search� In addition� the storage required for the permutations
is signi�cant� For these reasons� these techniques are not of much practical
bene�t�

��� Using Symmetry

Using the properties of mirror positions discussed earlier� it is possible to
obtain two lower bounds from a database� one for p and one for p�� In this
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case� the mirror of a blank cell is assumed to be blank� Notice� however� that
due to the symmetry of the fringe target image� the cost of an image and its
mirror are always equal in the fringe RDB�
Using other symmetries of the ���Puzzle� even better lower bounds can be

obtained� Let v be the permutation induced by reection about the vertical
axis� h be the permutation induced by reection across the horizontal axis and
d be the permutation induced by reection across the transverse diagonal�
Consider the image in Figure 	� Given the fringe RDB� the distance to this
image can be found by de�ning �v � v� with the exception that �v��
 � � and
�v��
 � � and vice versa� Now de�ne the vertical reection of a position p by
pv�v
 � �v�p
� Since v � v�� and �v � �v��� computing pv for any position p
and looking up pv in the fringe RDB produces the minimum distance from p
to the image in Figure 	� But any position matching the image in Figure 	
is three moves away from a target image which is obtained by moving the
empty cell three steps to the left� Note in particular that this move sequence
leaves cell � in its correct location�

12 13 14 15

8

Figure 	� Image Reection Across the Vertical Axis�

A similar argument holds for any RDB� Thus� a lower bound on reaching
the goal can be obtained by computing pv for any position p� looking up the
cost in the RDB and subtracting three�
A similar case holds for the reection h�

For d� the initial reection carries the empty cell to the lower right corner�
This requires � moves of the empty cell to create a target image� Thus� it
is necessary to subtract � from the RDB cost� However� there are several
distinct paths �with respect to the e�ects on speci�ed cells� of length six�
Thus� there are several di�erent lookups that may be performed for the
reection d�
Finally� for each of the positions obtained by reecting across h� v� d� the

mirror of the position can also be computed and looked up in the appropriate
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RDB� None of these mirrors are e�ective in the fringe because� as noted
previously� the fringe target image is symmetric with respect to the mirror�

From the preceding discussion� it might be concluded that the fringe is at
a disadvantage because symmetry means the mirror never yields improved
lower bounds� On one hand� we intuitively expect that the fringe database
will yield somewhat tighter lower bounds on average for a single lookup� The
reason is that once the fringe target image is achieved� it is quite unlikely that
the speci�ed cells will be disturbed in completing the rest of the solution�
In fact� as previously mentioned� at most two moves can be saved from any
position matching the fringe target image over the corresponding solution
restricted to ��puzzle moves� On the other hand� the corner target image
may be signi�cantly disturbed in order for the solution to be completed�
This argument places some intuitive limits on which target images are likely
to be useful� For example� a target image in which only alternate cells are
speci�ed could seemingly be very far from the goal� Such a database would
likely yield weak lower bounds for most positions�

These are never�the�less intuitive arguments� and detailed analysis� either
experimental or analytical� remains to be done�

� Example

Table � shows the results of looking up a position in the reduction database
�position number �� in the Korf set �	
� the simplest problem in the set��
The table shows all the images for the original position �O�� its mirror �M��
horizontal �H�� horizontal mirror �HM�� vertical �V�� vertical mirror �VM��
diagonal �D� and diagonal mirror �DM�� Note that there are �� diagonal
images for the corner and only � for the fringe �since there are more unique
minimal paths for the empty cell to traverse from square �� to square ���

For this position� the Manhattan distance is ��� Looking up the original
position in the fringe database yields a lower bound of �� �the maximum
over all the images examined�� Over all ��� Korf test positions� reduction
databases using the fringe improved the Manhattan distance �� times for
an average gain of ��� �the other � positions were the same as Manhattan��
Using the corner database� the bound was improved �	 times with an average
gain of ���� stayed the same � times� and was not as good once �by ���
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Name Position DB Value Subtract Bound

Corner

O � � � � �� �� � � �� �� � � � 	 �� �� �� � ��

M � �� �� � � � � � 	 � � �� �� �� � �� �� � ��

HO � �� � � � � �� � � � �� �� �� � 	 �� �� � ��

HM � � �� � �� � � � � � � 	 �� �� �� �� �� � ��

VO � �� 	 � � � �� �� �� � � �� � �� � � �� � ��

VM � � � � �� � �� 	 �� � �� � � � �� �� �� � �	

DO � � � � �� �� � � �� �� � �� � 	 �� � �� 	 �	

DO � 	 � � �� � � � �� �� � �� � �� �� � �� 	 �	

DO � � �� � �� � � � �� �� 	 �� � � �� � �� 	 �	

DO � � � �� �� � � � �� �� � � �� 	 �� � �� 	 ��

DO � � �� � �� � � � �� �� � �� � 	 �� � �� 	 ��

DO � 	 �� �� �� � � � �� �� � � � � �� � �� 	 ��

DO � � �� �� �� � � � �� �� 	 � � � �� � �	 	 ��

DO � � �� � �� �� � � �� �� � � � 	 �� � �	 	 ��

DO � 	 � � �� �� � � �� �� � � � �� �� � �� 	 �	

DO � 	 �� � �� �� � � �� �� � � � � �� � �� 	 ��

DM � � � � � �� �� � 	 �� � �� �� �� � � �� 	 ��

DM � � � � 	 �� �� � �� �� � � �� �� � � �� 	 ��

DM � � � 	 � �� �� �� � �� � � �� �� � � �� 	 �	

DM � �� � � � �� �� � 	 �� �� � �� � � � �� 	 �	

DM � � � � � �� �� �� 	 �� � � �� �� � � �� 	 ��

DM � �� � � 	 �� �� �� � �� � � �� � � � �� 	 ��

DM � �� � 	 � �� �� �� � �� � � �� � � � �� 	 �	

DM � � � � � �� �� �� 	 �� � �� �� � � � �� 	 ��

DM � � � � 	 �� �� � �� �� � �� �� � � � �� 	 ��

DM � � � � 	 �� �� �� � �� � �� �� � � � �� 	 ��

Fringe

O � � � � �� �� � � �� �� � � � 	 �� �� �� � ��

HO � � � � � � �� � � � �� �� �� �� 	 �� �� � �	

VO � � �� � � � � � �� � � 	 �� �� �� �� �� � ��

DO � �� 	 � �� �� � � �� � � � �� � �� � �� 	 ��

DO � �� �� � �� �� � � �� � 	 � � � �� � �� 	 ��

DO � �� 	 � �� �� � � �� �� � � � � �� � �� 	 ��

DO � �� 	 �� �� �� � � �� � � � � � �� � �� 	 ��

DO � �� 	 �� �� �� � � �� � � � � � �� � �	 	 ��

DO � �� 	 � �� �� � � �� �� � � � � �� � �� 	 ��

Table �� Position  �� and its Images�
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� Experiments

Iterative�deepening A� for the ���Puzzle was implemented using the Manhat�
tan distance heuristic estimate �MD�� transposition tables �TT� with ��� po�
sitions ���
�� endgame databases �DB� all solutions of length �� �� moves��
fringe reduction database �FR� and corner reduction database �CO�� The
fringe and corner databases were built using retrograde analysis and each
contains �� � �� � �	 � �� � �� � �� � �� � � � ��������	�� positions� one
byte each� The programs were written in C and run on a BBN TC���� at
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories� The TC���� has ��� processors and �
GB of RAM� The program would load the databases into shared memory
and search each test position in parallel� An experiment consisted of running
the ��� test positions given by Korf �	
�

Table � summarizes the results� Transposition tables reduce the total
tree size over all ��� test problems by a factor of ����fold�� This is somewhat
better than the results reported by Marsland and Reinefeld ���
 �a ��fold
reduction� for two reasons� �� the hash function used is slightly better ��

and �� both a position and its mirror image are looked up in the table �since
each position has a mirror position with an equivalent solution length� the
search results for one are applicable to the other��� However� even with
these improvements� the results are still inferior to Taylor and Korf!s ����
fold reduction in tree size through the use of a �nite state machine to detect
duplicate states ���
�

Endgame databases on their own reduce the search space a factor of
����fold� The database of all positions with solution length of �� consists
of ��� �	�� �	� positions �most of the mirror positions are removed�� com�
pressed into ��� MB� Transposition tables use considerably less memory ����

entries with �� bytes�entry � ��� MB in these experiments� and achieve
better performance results� However� increasing the size of the transposition
table provides decreasing bene�ts� whereas increasing the size of the endgame

�This measurement is used for compatibility with other works� However� it is not

necessarily a fair comparison� since the larger trees have a greater in�uence on the �nal

result than the smaller trees�
�This suggests a better implementation would be to always �normalize� the board� by

not allowing mirror position in the search� For example� one simple normalization that

would eliminate most of the mirror positions would be to keep the empty square on or

below the diagonal� If a move causes the empty square to move above the diagonal� re�ect

it to below the diagonal�
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database provides increasing bene�ts� In this experiment� the combination
of the two resulted in a 	���fold decrease in the search trees�
Table � shows that the fringe database reduces the search trees by �	��

fold� and the corner database is even better with a 	���fold reduction� Since
the fringe is symmetric� it has fewer images to look up ��� than for the
corner ����� Thus� the corner!s lower bound is maximized over more values�
generally giving a tighter bound� When transposition tables and endgame
databases are used with the corner database� a further ����fold reduction is
seen� yielding a total reduction of ����fold�

Experiment Total Nodes Tree Size � Improvement

MD �������������� ������ ���
MD�DB ���	����	����� ���	� ���
MD�TT �������������� ����	 ���
MD�TT�DB ������������	 �	�	� 	��

MD�FR ��������	�� ���� �	���
MD�CO ���������� ���� 	����
MD�TT�DB�FR ���������� ���� �����
MD�TT�DB�CO 	������	�� ���� �����

Table �� Results Summary�

Examination of the data produced by the reduction databases showed
that for many positions they produced complimentary results� positions
where the corner did poorly often had the fringe doing well� and visa�versa�
Obviously the program could be modi�ed to take the maximum over both
databases� but since each database is ��� MB this does not seem practical�
Instead� the program was modi�ed to use half of each database� Each reduc�
tion database was broken into �� parts � one for each square that could be
empty� If the 	� 	 board is viewed as a checkerboard� then for half of the
squares the corresponding fringe database �F� would be read into memory
and for the other half� the corresponding corner database �C� would be read
�as in Figure �a�� Given a position� the images for which the appropriate re�
duction database is in memory are looked up� For example� Figure �b shows
the position of an empty square �O� and where the it would appear in all
the images of that position� The original position �O�� its mirror �M�� corner
diagonal �DO� and corner diagonal mirror �DM� images would be looked up
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using the corner database� while the fringe vertical �VO�� the fringe vertical
mirror �VM�� the fringe horizontal �HO� and the fringe horizontal mirror
�HM� images would be looked up in the fringe database� When the empty
square moves once� the original position� mirror� fringe DO and fringe DM
images would be looked up using the fringe database� while the corner VO�
the corner VM� the HO and the corner HM images would be looked up in
the corner database� Essentially� this scheme allows us to use half of each
database to achieve the bene�ts of having both�

Figure �� a� ���Puzzle as a Checkerboard� b� Looking up a Position�

Using half of the corner and fringe databases �BT� without any other
enhancements results in the tree size being reduced by �����fold� Tables �
and 	 show the results of using BT combined with transposition tables and
endgame databases� For comparison purposes� the ��� Korf positions and
the size of their Manhattan distance search trees are shown� Using both
databases gives a ����fold improvement over just using the corner database�
resulting in a search size that is ������ of the Manhattan trees� a �����fold
reduction� The average problem has its tree size reduced by a factor of �����
The linear conicts heuristic �LC� is a recently proposed improvement to

the Manhattan distance heuristic ��
� It improves the Manhattan distance
measure by recognizing when two tiles in the same row�column will conict
with each other moving into their correct position �a linear conict�� Tables
� and 	 include the results of using linear conicts with and without the
databases� The databases improve this heuristic ��	�fold� Note that when
the memory tables are not used� linear conicts reduces the Manhattan trees
by ����fold� With the database� a small improvement of ����� is seen� im�
plying most of the bene�ts of linear conicts are captured in the reduction
databases�
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In Table �� the ��� positions have been sorted into groups of �� based
on the number of nodes required to solve the MD tree� The results show
that the �� easiest problems bene�t by a factor of ��� ��	� for LC� using
databases and tables� while the �� hardest problems bene�t by a factor of
����� ���� for LC�� This suggests that the improvements are limited only by
the small problems� whose solution trees become close to the minimal tree�

Problems MD LC

����� ��� �	�
���	� �	� ���
	���� ���� ���
����� ���� ���
������ ���� ���

Table �� Results Grouped by Size of Search Tree�

Obviously� the enhancements presented in this paper increase the cost
of evaluating a node in the search tree� The question arises whether the
additional work done by the node evaluation is outweighed by the reduc�
tion in search tree size� Our implementation of the program is simple and
regenerates images at each node �as many as ���� rather than maintaining
all the information incrementally� Further� the program uses the maximum
number of images for computing a bound� The diagonal images contribute
the least to the bound �since they have � subtracted from their bounds� and
eliminating them will more than double the speed of the program� while only
increasing the tree by a small percent� Even without these enhancements the
program runs roughly � times faster in real time compared to MD� while it
runs roughly ��� times faster than LC� However� using BT by itself� with only
the original and mirror position queried in the reduction database� results in
a larger search tree� but the program runs �� times faster than MD in real
time� There is a trade�o� here� increased cost per node versus better lower
bound� We have not done experiments to �nd which combination minimizes
execution time�

��



� Conclusions

Reduction databases are an e�ective means for signi�cantly reducing the
size of search trees in the ���Puzzle� By using lower bounds on the cost
of solving sub�problems� a heuristic that is signi�cantly more e�ective than
the Manhattan distance is obtained� The large reduction in search tree size
does not give an equivalent reduction in the execution time required to solve
the problem� This is largely due to the simplicity of the Manhattan distance
heuristic� since it is inexpensive to compute� For other problems where a more
computationally expensive lower bound is required� the relative e�ciency of
the reduction databases at run�time will improve�
Since we had access to a gigabyte of RAM� we used the largest reduction

databases that we could �� tiles�� A reduction database that placed only
� tiles would required �� MB� The smaller databases would provide weaker
lower bounds for the ���Puzzle� but they would still be signi�cantly better
than MD�
This work can be extended to the �	�Puzzle� For the ���Puzzle� the

reduction database places � of the �� tiles� Using comparable storage for
the �	�Puzzle� the database will only be able to contain � of the �� tiles�
Because of the complexity of this problem� it is too expensive to search
for optimal solutions� Instead� the e�ort has been in �nding approximate
solutions quickly ��
� The database information can be used to increase the
accuracy of any heuristic estimate� The larger the puzzle� the more e�ective
become the images� For example� the cost of placing � tiles on one side of the
board may have little e�ect on the cost of placing the mirror of the � tiles
on the other side of the board� Thus the maximum value from the reduction
database of the images will decrease slowly� This suggests that a two�level
heuristic estimate may be an e�ective real�time search strategy� given two
states with the same reduction database maximumvalue� search the one with
the smallest sum �or average� of the individual database image values� This
will concentrate e�ort on lines which are making a greater contribution to
the overall solution of the problem�

With the ��Puzzle trivially solvable and any ���Puzzle image being solv�
able with a relatively small search� there may be ways to combine these
results to help obtain good bounds on the solution lengths for the �	�Puzzle�
For example� the �	�Puzzle can be viewed as being composed of several over�
lapping ��� or ��Puzzles� A function would have to be developed that allowed

��



the results of these overlapping problems to be combined�

Although reduction databases have only been applied to the ���puzzle�
the idea in principle is applicable to other single�agent search domains� By
constructing a �possibly large� database of solutions to subproblems� large
improvements in search e�ciency are possible�
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